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Abstract— The cryptograpy systems are mostly performed 

with the finite field multipliers which have high performance 

and low latency but such multipliers not so redundant over 

GF(2m) NIST pentonomials. Here we are presenting two 

types of high performance multipliers such as bit parallel and 

digit serial systolic multipliers. The proposed design mostly 

depends on the several parallel arrays in 2D(2-dimensional) 

that is BP1 with low critical path and the serial systolic 

multiplier sDS1 also depend on the vertical parallel arrays in 

the 2-dimensional series. For high performance we are 

designing the two different multipliers which are BP-II and 

DS- II. Both these multipliers are designed with several 

Processing elments(PE’s). These proposed multipliers should 

contain less delay and high performance compare with the 

existed designs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

F INITE FIELD multiplication over could be a basic field 

operation, that is often utilized in elliptic curve cryptography 

(ECC) to perform point-additions and point-doubling 

operations on Associatein Nursing elliptic curve. The 

irreducible pentanomials have been popularly accustomed 

generate binary extension fields to be utilized in ECC. 

Moreover, National Institute of Standards and 

Technology(NIST)has suggested 3 pentanomials for ECC 

implementation. many efforts have thus been created on 

economical realization of multiplication over based on 

irreducible pentanomials. Systolic styles give area time 

economical implementation due to modularity and regularity 

of their structures, wherever each processing part (PE) has 

identical or similar circuitstyle, and one letter of the alphabet 

will pass the signals to its neighboring letter of the alphabet 

at a high speed on a completely pipelined path Systolic 

realization of field multiplications over based mostly on 

pentanomials aren't therefore pr. A heartbeat multiplier factor 

based mostly on general polynomial is conferred. A semi-

systolic multiplier factor is projected in and 2 heartbeat 

multipliers are proposed for error detection in an exceedingly 

recent report, Meher has conferred Associate in Nursing 

economical bit parallel heartbeat structure for multiplication 

over supported irreducible pentanomial. Alow-latency bit 

parallel heartbeat multiplier factor is introduced. 

A completely unique low-latency Montgomery 

multiplier factor is recently reported. to attain area-time 

trade-off, digit-serial multipliers supported pentanomials area 

unit reported. Very recently, low-latency digit-serial 

heartbeat multipliers area unit projected. however, the 

planning strategy is appropriate just for nearly equally spaced 

polynomial (AESP), and can't be applied to fields supported 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology suggested 

pentanomials.  

Generally, all existing heartbeat multipliers, as well 

as bit-parallel and digit-serial structures, involve giant 

latency and suffer from many alternative issues as made 

public within the following. 

 Bitparallel heartbeat structures sometimes have giant 

register complexity not just for pipelining, however 

conjointly for providing the staggered input to the PEs to 

attend for the suitable accumulated partial product 

 Critical-paths of digit-serial heartbeat structures 

sometimes increases with digit-size or field-order, that 

reduces throughput rate effectively. except that the 

typical computation time (ACT) of the digit-serial 

structures will increase with digit-size or field-order. 

Keeping these in sight, during this paper, we tend to 

introduce 2 pairs of low-latency high-throughput bit-parallel 

and digit-serial heartbeat structures specifically for the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology suggested 

pentanomials. A novel decomposition theme is projected to 

decompose the multiplication into many freelance machine 

tasks to get a low-latency bit parallel heartbeat array structure 

with a critical- path , wherever is that the propagation delay 

of Associate in Nursing XOR circuit.  

II. PROPOSED BIT-PARALLEL SYSTOLIC MULTIPLIER-I (BP-I): 

The proposed bit-parallel beat multiplier-I (BP-I) supported 

algorithmic program 1 is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of 1 pre 

computing (PRC) cell, one pipelined adder tree (PAT), and w 

beat arrays (each array has PEs). The PRC cell, as shown in 

Fig. 1(b), consists of a M-I cell and a bit-rewiring cell. It 

yields w outputs(B0,B1,….Bw-1) to be fed toarrays of the 

structure. 

(ThM-I cell in PRC derives Bew-1 from B). the 

interior structure of PEs, i.e., PE-1, regular PEs (PE-2 to PE- 

and also the last PE (PE-d ), ar shown in Fig. 1(c)–(e), 

severally. A regular PE consists of a M-II cell (M-II cell in 

alphabetic character-1 to PEderives B(v+1)w+u from Bvw+u 

for v=0,1,…d-1and u= 0,1,000w-1), AN AND cell ANd an 

XOR cell. throughout every cycle amount, the results of AND 

cell is additional along in XOR cell with another input from 

left and also the result's then bolted out to the proper. 

Meanwhile, the output of M-II cell is bolted out to 

consecutive alphabetic character to be utilized in consecutive 

cycle. Thus, critical-path of BP-I is [M-II cell has a length of 

in line with where, and see the propagation time of PRC cell, 

M-II cell, AND gate and gate, severally.  

BP-I yields its initial output cycles when the 

operands ar fed to the structure, and the serial output are 

obtainable in each cycle 
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III. PROPOSED DIGIT-SERIAL SYSTOLIC MULTIPLIER-I (DS-I): 

we will project the parallel arrays of BP-I on vertical direction 

to possess the planned digit-serial beat multiplier-I (DS-I) as 

shown in Fig. 3. DS-I consists of PEs and one accumulation 

(AC) cell. the interior structures of PE-0, regular alphabetic 

character and AC cell ar shown in Fig. 3(b)–(d), severally. As 

shown in Fig. 3(b), all bits of quantity ar loaded in to AN 

input register and also the output of that register is fed to PE-

1 furthermore because the M-IV cell to perform modular 

operation by one degree throughout every cycle amount (to 

get from , for ). The output bits of M-IV cell ar then bolted 

back in to the input register to be used by PE-0 within the next 

cycle amount. The regular alphabetic character, from PE-1 to 

PE- , contains a M-II cell, AN AND cell, AN XOR cell and a 

register cell (same as that in BP-I). The AC cell, as shown in 

Fig. 3(d), contains parallel bit-level finite field accumulators. 

During every cycle amount, the freshly received input is then 

additional with the antecedently accumulated result and also 

the results of addition is stored within the register cell to be 

used throughout consecutive cycle. DS-I has the same 

critical-path as that of BP-I/MBP-I, and it offers the primary 

output of desired product cycles when the combine of 

operands are fed to the structure, whereas the serial output ar 

created at the interval of cycles thenceforth.  

 

IV. PROPOSED BIT-PARALLEL SYSTOLIC MULTIPLIER-II (BP-

II) 

The proposed BP-II supported algorithmic program a pair of 

is shown in Fig. 4. The block level structure of BP-II 

multiplier factor is comparable thereto of BP-I but differs 

within the internal structures of PRC and alphabetic 

character. the interior structure of PRC is shown in Fig. 4(b), 

wherever it yields outputs from arrays. to keep up the critical-

path of PRC as , we have conjointly used a two-stage 

pipelined M-I cell to understand the operation. the interior 

structure of normal alphabetic character is shown in Fig. 4(c). 

Fig. 4(d) depicts the detail style of M-V cell in PRC to derive 

from . M-VI is another novel standard reduction cell. it's 

similar structure as M-III to understand the operations given 

in Table IV. The propagation delay of M-V cell and M-VI 

cell (according to Tables II and IV) is . BP-II so has a critical-

path of (M-I cell is two-stage pipelined and so critical-path of 

PRC is ), wherever and see the propagation time of M-V cell 

and M-VI cell, severally. BP-II yields its initial output cycles 

when the operands ar fed to the structure. 

while the serial output ar obtained in each cycle thenceforth. 

BP-II, therefore, has higher outturn rate than BP-I at the value 

of alittle variety of XOR gates and registers. The overhead of 

hardware quality, however, is minor compared to the rise in 

outturn rate achieved by this structure. 
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V. PROPOSED DIGIT-SERIAL SYSTOLIC MULTIPLIER-II (DS-II): 

primarily based on planned algorithmic program a pair of, 

and novel standard reduction approach we have derived the 

DS II multiplier factor as shown in Fig. 6. It consists of PEs 

and one accumulation (AC) cell. the interior structures of PE-

0, regular alphabetic character and AC cell ar shown in Fig. 

6(b)–(d) respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(b), all bits of 

quantity ar fed to the M-V cell and also the output is then 

loaded in to bit-registers and then ar bolted out (meanwhile 

the output bits are fed to PE-1) to the M-VII cell to perform 

standard operation by one degree throughout every cycle 

amount. 

The output bits of M-VII cell are then bolted back in 

to the registers to be utilized in by PE-0 in the next cycle 

amount. The regular alphabetic character, from PE-1 to PE- , 

contains a M-VI cell, AN AND cell, a XOR cell and a register 

cell, the same as that in BP-II. The AC cell, as shown in Fig. 

6(d), contains parallel bit-level finite field accumulators.  

Throughout every cycle amount, the freshly 

received input is then additional with the antecedently 

accumulated result and also the results of addition is hold on 

in the register cell to be used throughout consecutive cycle. 

DS-II has the same critical-path as that of BP-II. It offers the 

primary output of desired product when cycles, whereas the 

serial output ar produced at the interval of cycles thenceforth. 

 

VI. SYNTHESIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed designs BP-I ,BP-II,DS-I and DS-II can be 

synthes and simulated by using the XILINX ISE14.5 

software and it is imlemented with the Verilog HDL. The 

synthesis and simulation results are shown in the below 

figure. 

 
Fig. 6.1: Synthesis result of BP1 
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Fig. 6.2: Synthesis result of BP 2 

 

 
Fig. 6.3: Synthesis result of DS1 

 

 
Fig. 6.4: Synthesis result of DS2 

 

 
Fig. 6.5: Simulation results of BP I & BP II 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed an efficient strategy for data sharing by 

multiple systolic arrays to reduce the register complexity, and 

hence the overall area-complexity. Besides, we have 

proposed a novel modular reduction approach to reduce the 

delay for modular reduction operation, and based on that we 

have derived another pair of bit-parallel and digit-serial 

tructures where the critical-path is reduced to (TA+TX) to 

achieve high-throughput computation. The synthesis results 

show that the proposed multipliers have significantly shorter 

latency, lower area-time complexity and higher throughput 

than the existing competing designs. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first report on low latency systolic 

multipliers for finite field Where latency is independent of 

field order. The proposed designs are flexible to provide 

trade-off between latency, area-time complexity and 

throughput rate, which could be leveraged to match with the 

requirement and constraints of applications and deployment 

environment. The proposed project can be extended further 

by increasing the no. of  Processing Elements(PE’s). 
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